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Context

Ernabella Anangu School is situated in Pukatja Community which is located in the Musgrave Ranges in the far NW of
South Australia, on the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Lands. Pukatja is 1500 kms from Adelaide and 5i/2 hours
SW of Alice Springs. Our School has three Ls – Learning, Listening and Looking after each other. Our mission is for
children and young people to be school ready, attending, engaged, learning and achieving. Students speak English as a
second, third and sometimes fourth language. Pitjantjatjara is the dominant language with English spoken only at
school.
Students speak English as an Additional language which adds another layer of complexity in terms of classroom
teaching practice. Aboriginal Education Workers work alongside teachers to ensure strong learning happens.
Ernabella Anangu School was started in 1970 however it has a rich history when a school was established in Pukatja in
1940 as part of the Ernabella Mission run by the Presbyterian Church.
Ernabella Anangu School is the largest in the Anangu Lands Partnership group of ten schools on the Lands and leaders
meet each term to develop shared understandings, practices and teaching and learning initiatives that support high
student movement across the

PYEC is the governing body for all APY lands schools and sets the policy and educational guidelines
within the DECD framework. Ernabella Anangu School provides representatives to sit on PYEC for its
regular meetings.
At the term 2 census enrolment numbers were 111, being made up of 28 junior primary students, 43
primary and 40 secondary. There are 5 classes. 37 % of these students are identified as a student with a disability.

Highlights
Improving student outcomes is the business of Ernabella Anangu School. This happens by having an
engaging curriculum that is responsive to student needs, high quality teachers, focussed leadership,
and connections to community. The following are highlights that have contributed to improving student
outcomes.
Introducing a new Positive Behaviour system in which naming, noticing and promoting positive learning behaviours
leads students to understand behaviour which support their learning
Professional Learning for staff has contributed to improving staff and teacher quality. This year has included: Aboriginal
Lands Conference which focused on Running Records, assigning EALD levels; engaging in the Australian Professional
Standards for Teachers -Self review process; Australian Curriculum; on line Natural Maths Learning
Developing team work is important to improve student learning. The following teams have worked on improving
processes, systems and structures in the school: Leadership Team, Behaviour Learning Team, School Improvement
Team, Personnel Advisory Committee and Work Health and Safety committee.
Events and visiting groups have also contributed to student learning. These include Ernabella Sport and Dance, Crows
and Power visits. Swimming program at Mimili pool, Bush Trips, Anangu Schools Cook Off, The Emmaus Cultural
Exchange during Term 2 was again very successful and built on the strong traditions of shared learning across cultures
and the cultural day was a big hit. An extremely important part of student learning for Senior classes is participating in
training at the Umuwa Trade Training Centre.

There were 5 Governing Council meetings over 2017 with representation at over 75% attendance.
The Governing Council at Ernabella Anangu School continues to be strong in governance, advising on staffing, PYEC
directives and future directions for the school. All financial, building and policy initiatives are developed in conjunction
with Governing Council.
Chairperson: Milyika Alison Carroll
Treasurer: Lyn Joyce - Finance Officer
Secretary: Erin McQuade –Principal
Community Members: Pepai Carroll, Renita Stanley,Tjimpuna Dunn, Imuna Kenta, Tjunkaya Tapaya, Rachael Lionel
Staff representatives: Dirk Jackson – Anangu Coordinator, Umatji Tjitayi - Anangu teacher, AEW, Kanytjupai BakerAEW, Kumanara Taylor- AEW, Daphne Nyaningu -AEW, , Narelda Adamson – AEW, Eva Wells – AEW, Jacinta Marks
– AEW
Erin McQuade – Principal,
2017 has been a good year for Ernabella Anangu School. We did have some challenging times with 3 changes in
Principals. We now have our third principal. Our Anangu Coordinator is Dirk Jackson again and he is happy working
with the new principal.
We were very supportive of getting the Hip Hop group come up and teach our students skills to put the dance together.
We were happy when our school came second at Ernabella Dance. And we came first at the Sports Day.
We were very happy when we came first in Anangu Schools Cook Off, all the governing Council members went to this
special night. We support our children to join in important events.
At our meetings we discussed the Ninyintjku project and said to support that because Arts Centre connections are very
strong. We want the art centre and elders to work more closley with the school.
Governing Council want to help AEWs to attend in classes more because sometimes attendance is not good. We will
talk more about this and work out how to help AEWs by sending warning letters and having meetings in the community
to explain the systems.
We want to have two AEWs in some classes so more learning can happen for our students. We approved the principal
to make this happen for 2018. We also want more help from AEWs on yard duty.
We have had 5 meetings when we talked about what our school needs.
Alison Carrol
With support from Erin McQuade

Ernabella Anangu Preschool in the Pukatja community is a space for young children and families to learn from and with
each other.
Respectful relationships and communication form the foundation of the interactions between adults and children.
Pitjantjatjara language is foregrounded, as for most children it is their first language and culture.
Play is the predominant pedagogy where children’s exploratory drive and curiosity for understanding and making
meaning of their worlds provides opportunities for new learning.
Educators bring a range of values and knowledges to notice, recognise and understand children’s learning.
The curriculum is congruent with The National Quality Standards, Early Years Learning Framework and the DECD
Indicators for Preschool Literacy and Numeracy.
For terms 1 and 2 there were no Anangu Education Workers appointed to the preschool. As Term 3 commenced a
priority for the incoming principal was Anangu employment. With support from Governing Council, we appointed 2
Anangu workers. Through self review processes, we believe this important process contributed to a lift in children's
attendance.
The QIP is developed in consultation with the preschool teacher, AEWs, Principal, Families and Governing Council.
There are many strengths in each Quality Area, self review processes highlighted 5 areas to focus on for 2017. Our full
QIP and progress notes are available on the school website.
the focus areas identified were:
QA 1
Through consultation with parents and families, they would like to receive a newsletter documenting children’s
experiences at preschool and videos of children’s learning to be accessible on iPads when they visit preschool.
QA 3
Children are disconnected from, or unaware of the sustainable practices at preschool.
QA 5
Each child is supported to manage their own behaviour, respond appropriately to the behaviour of others and
communicate effectively to resolve conflicts.
QA 6
Increase in family engagement or involvement at preschool.
QA 7
Professional isolation within a small early years team in Ernabella, networking with other preschool teachers to ensure
contextual best practice is shared.
We look froward to a 2018 review of the preschool where the team can demonstrate all that has been achieved in the
identified focus areas.

Ernabella Anangu School has 5 clear directions to work towards from the External School Review Process. These
directions support all staff in keeping our focus on teaching and learning.
D1:Support growth in student achievement by ensuring the data is collected regularly, as documented in the
assessment calendar, and considered and used by teachers to inform their instruction and to track student
achievement progress.
D2: Build teachers’ capacity by providing regular structured time (e.g. fortnightly) for hubs to meet to discuss enactment
of curriculum expectations and professional learning into their classroom practices.
D3: Build teachers’ capacity by establishing regular performance development processes that enable reflection and
forward planning with a focus on improvement in literacy, numeracy and the engagement of students.
D4: Extend the work of SRC by enabling them to connect with the school priorities and be a positive voice in helping
the school work towards improvement in attendance and behaviour for learning.
D5: Strengthen students’ learning, culture and identity through collaborative work between the Anangu Partnership,
PYEC and Principal to address the attendance of Aboriginal Education Workers.
School culture shifts 2017:
• Teacher led School improvement Team established: Victoria, Erica, Erin, Josie,
• Staff meeting agenda- aligned with ESR directions, including Anangu Coordinator report
• AEW meetings set regularly Mondays 3pm
• Communication- weekly email, calendar and updates provided at staff meeting
• Partnership meetings reported on at staff meeting
• Introduction of check ins/ outs intention setting for the week
• PLC’s creating accountability, team work
• B1 leader advertised, 2018 Teaching and Learning
• Art focus- Dance and ceramics- GC priorities
Implementation:
Regular Governing Council meetings
Regular AEWs meetings, AEW attendance accessible for individuals and groups
Sight word balloons- all classes, displayed- monitor and track for JP/ primary classes
PLC’s norms expectations, minutes.
Confirm focus area for each band levels- Oral language, RR and engagement for secondary (based on achievement
data)
Implementation of reading/sight word awards weekly at assembly- celebrate learning
Monitor & track assessment data uploaded to score link RR, PASM, CoP, EALD Pitjantjatjara sight word assessment
(PAT M for some primary, mostly secondary students collated. SACE on-line data entry
Attendance data: staff meeting, identify 40-60% ers, develop strategies- engage with RSAS mentor
RSAS mentors attends staff meeting and school lunches (6 focus student trial Term 4)
Measures:
a) score link data entered termly for each area
90 % of class entry including SACE on-line
b) Multiple data sets are used to plan for individual goal setting- evidence in One Plans i.e. attendance, disability and
RR
c) increase in AEW attendance

N/A

100%
0%

We are pleased that more students sat the NAPLAN test than previously, participation in important to staff at Ernabella.
Our school is committed to providing data sets to parents which show their children's growth in learning areas that are
important to them; such as reading and writing in Pitjantjatjara and reading growth in English.
During terms 3 and 4 our site professional learning focus was about knowing each student, identifying their strengths
and developing goals in relation to literacy and numeracy.
Senior students were successful in completing individual subjects for resulting with the SACE board.

55%

Overall 2017 has seen an improvement in attendance on previous years. A positive story for Ernabella staff,
students and families. The teachers, Anangu Education Workers and leadership have worked continuously
with community to build positive relationships so that children and students want to come to school.
It is important to note that the Year 2 cohort have not seen an increase according to this data set. Cultural
initiation does have a significant impact on our Y9-12 male students. The school works closely with this
cohort when they return, secondary staff are committed to trialling a male and female secondary class in
2018.
In 2017 we have had 2 attendance officers Sandra and Rachael funded through the federal Remote Schools
Attendance Strategy, importantly they are key in sharing information from families and students in the
community. The RSAS team have implemented strategies such as individual pick ups, games nights and
termly awards and family celebrations.
At our Christmas and Farewell 2017 Family Night each class had one student who was recognised as best
attender for the year. The other students are making connections between attending and recognition of what
is valued at school. Attendance is valued.
We still have a long way to go and Community Voice is listened to when ideas to improve attendance are
discussed.

The preschool enrolment figures indicate the community support for their children attending preschool.
Systems error appears in this data set for our term 3 attendance data, however most children who live in
Ernabella attend preschool at some stage throughout the year. Service providers such as NPY Womens
Council, CAMHS and CAFHS will work with clients who have difficulties preparing or sending children to the
preschool. We value the relationships with each service. As preschool is not compulsory, staff work from the
philosophy of engaging children from 3-5 years at the preschool so they can experience successful learning,
develop their curiosity for learning and teaching staff in the EY band level work incredibly hard at creating
continuity of learning and the environment, as children transition to school.
Often what is not captured through the EYS system is the amount of visiting children who may attend for a
few days as their families travel to and from other communities.

Clear processes for behaviour management have not been a strength for Ernabella school over the last few
years. The new principal focussed on developing a positive behaviour system (focussing on noticing, naming
and promoting positive learning behaviours) to allow ample consultation with parents, staff and students for a
consequential system to be developed. Challenging behaviour is present in most classrooms daily, 9 RAAP
students were approved for more than 10 hours support in 2017. An initiative from DECD in 2017 was to
allocate extra teacher funding. Ernabella trialled a RAAP teacher for terms 3 & 4 which involved 1:1, small
group and whole class support. 12 RAAP applications have been written and approved for 2018.

Many staff including AEWs reported the school feeling more positive and focussed on teaching and learning.
This information was collected anecdotally from the school counsellor and principal. Teaching staff reported
that feedback given on programming and planning was relevant and useful.
As AEW attendance has increased, the leadership team feel confident AEWs feel welcome and useful in the
classroom and school. AEWs voice they need more professional learning to build their capacity. The
principal will continue to voice at a partnership level that a more strategic approach needs to implemented
across the partnership.
The middle school wellbeing survey was conducted for the first time during term 3. Students indicated they
feel connected to the school and their teacher. The survey report has been shared with staff and students.
Perception data from parents is an important piece we need to capture in more formal ways during 2018.

The majority of school leavers remain in community and seek employment here in Ernabella. Many early
school leaver are at risk of dependency on welfare. Ernabella is in its second year of implementing a FLO
program which targets this cohort and keeps them in reach of accessing education and other pathways.

Ernabella Anangu School complies with DCSI screening processes by sighting and storing all cleared
assessments of staff and visitors in a central space in the finance office. Reminders for staff screenings are
generated through the HR system reminders.
Our school also contributes $5,000 per year to the DCSI Screening Unit which employs an officer to work on
APY screening checks. This was an identified need as most Anangu screenings were taking an average of 8
months, which impacted greatly on Anangu employment across the schools.

3,014,109.43

125,456.48
34,000.00
N/A
10,000.00

Allocation of RAAP teacher (terms 3 & 4)
1:1 and small group time focussing
AEW employment (2 in classrooms with large cohorts of students with challegning on self- regulation,
behaviours)
N/A

AEW employment, soundfield systems maintenance

Pitjantjatjara teacher development

Bi-annual conference Alice Springs

Weekly lessons taught across the
school in first language. Increased
AEW capacity and engagement
Tracking and monitoring of
Pitjantjatjara sight words

Educator capacity building in mathematics

Development of maths block,
student engagement in maths
increase

Appointment of school counsellor 2017

Behaviour support and focus on
SMARt stregegies in calssrooms.

Mathematics capacity building for educators

Play spaces incorporate numeracy
challenges, and opportunities for children
to use mathemtacis vocab

FaFt training and implementation for Anangu and teachers

Soundfield and mircophones maintenance

N/A

Educators and children use soundfield
system during group times, visiting
artists also use this during Milpatjunanyi
time. Higher levels of involvement.

